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III-V FETs are being developed for potential application in 0.3-3 THz systems and VLSI. To increase bandwidth, 
we must increase the drive current I d = qns v in j� per unit gate width Wg, requiring both high sheet carrier 
concentrations n

, 
and high injection velocities vin. Present III-V NFETs restrict control region transport to the 

single isotropic r band minimum. As the gate dielectric is thinned, I d becomes limited by the effective mass m * , 
and is only increased by using materials with increased m * and hence increased transit times. 1 The deep 
wavefunction also makes r -valley transport in low- m * materials unsuitable for < 22-nm gate length ( Lg ) FETs. 
Yet, the L-valleys in many III-V materials2 have very low transverse m, and very high longitudinal mass mi' L
valley bound state energies depend upon orientation, and the directions of confmement, growth, and transport can be 
chosen to selectively populate valleys having low mass in the transport direction3,4. The high perpendicular mass 
permits placement of multiple quantum wells spaced by a few nm, or population of multiple states of a thicker well 
spaced by -10-100 me V. Using combinations of r and L valleys, n

, 
can be increased, m * kept low, and vertical 

confmement improved, key requirements for <20-nm Lg III-V FETs. 
Consider FET scaling. To increase bandwidth r :1, capacitances and transit delays must be reduced r:1 while 

maintaining constant voltages, currents, and resistances. In short- Lg FETs, the gate-source Cgs.! oc sWg and gate
drain Cgd oc s� fringing capacitances are a significant fraction of the total capacitance, and limit!,. Cgs.! and Cgd 
are only weakly dependent on lateral geometry, hence the (CgS,f + Cgd)� V I Iddelay is reduced r:1 only if Id IWgis 
increased r:1. Id is determined by the sheet carrier concentration n

, 
= (Cg_ch I Lg� X � s - Vii.) I q, where the gate

channel capacitance Cg_ch = [1/ Cox + 1/ Cdep/h + 1/ CDost is the series combination ot dielectric Cox = sstO,Lg� ITeq' 
wavefunction depth Cdep/h = ssemiLg� I Tinv ( TinV is the wavefunction mean depth) and density of states 
Cdos = q2 . dns I dEf capacitances. In the ballistic case, Cdos = q2g(mllmolyl2 Lg� 127Tit 2 , where g is the # of populated 

valleys, and mil and mol the effective masses parallel and perpendicular to transport; near equilibrium, Cdosis 2:1 
larger. Given ballistic transporf and Ef-EweJ1»kT, vinj= (4/37!X2(Ef-E....,)lmllY'2 
= (4/37!X2qCg_ch (�S -V/h)lm-,Pdoy2 . We scale by maintaining constant Vinj while reducing Cox I LgWg' 
Cdep/h I LgWg' and Cd..! Lg� by r:1 This requires fixed transport mass mil' Teq and TinV reduced r :1, and 
C dos increased r : 1 by increasing the # of valleys or the perpendicular mass. 

At a given dielectric thickness Tequlv , there is an optimum m * maximizing I d' We fmd 
I d I� =Jo ·K1 ·«�s - V/h)11V)31 2 , where Jo = (41 371X2q I moyl2 V Vt\q2mo I 27Tit 2 ) = 84 mA/J.m and KI = 
n . (mol Im. )11 2 (1 + (Cdos,o ICeqvulv)' g'(m�2m:i2 I m.)r312is the normalized current density. CeqUIv = [1/ Cox + 1/ CinJ-1 is 
Cdep/h and Cox in series, while CdO�O = q2moLgW 127Tit2. The transit time 'ieh = Qch l I d = K2 (Lg IVoX1v/(VgS _V/h))1I2 , 
where the normalized delay is K2 = (mil Imo yfl (1 + CdOs,og (molmI lYI 2 ImoCequjl2 and Vo = (4/37!) ·(2q· (1 VoltYmoY'2 
= 2.5· �07 cm/s. Given one isotropic v�lley ( mol = m� = m *.' g =1) an� 1 nm total e<}.uivalent dielectric thickness 
EOT (I.e. Cequlv = Sr$D,Lg� 1(1 nm) ), hIghest current IS obtamed for m I mo =0.05, while for 0.3 nm EOT, peak Id 
is obtained at m * I mo =0.2; given one isotropic valley, low m * gives low Id in nm FETsi, though low m * reduces 
'icJor any EOT. Note that for Si {100} FETs6, m* Imo =0.19 and g=2. 

Given a {100}-oriented FET and r -valley transport, the vertical confmement mass mq and transport mass mil 
are equal. For good FET electrostatics, T .. v must be less than - L 110 ,  and E...., -Er <;::j 7!2h2 12mq T!u 
<;::j 7!2h2 18mqT;v' and is large for small Lg. Noting that EF -EweJ1 = ns(dns I dEftl = ns (21Ztt2 I gm�2ml:l2 ) also is 
large, once (EF -Er) :z. (EL -Er) the L valleys populate and v"j decreases. High n

, 
cannot be obtained in the 

r valleys in low- m * materials, nor is Lg < 20 nm feasible; such FETs can no longer scale. 
Thin wells with high carrier concentrations show increased transport mass from nonparabolic bands. Assuming 

E{l+aE)=h2k2 /2m*, the effective mass m*'=m*(1+2a(E....,-Er)) of the bound state increases from 
confmement, and then further increases from the channel charge density. Further, with thin wells, and low mq, the 
wavefunction extends into the barriers, further increasing the in-plane masses mol and mil . 

Consider a 3 nm (100) GaAs well with strained AISb barriers. The L bound states lie 177 meV above that of 
r. Equilibrium (not ballistic transport) analysis uses SchrOdinger-Poisson, the effective mass approximation, and 
parabolic bands. 0.66 nm AlP3 and 0.34 nm AISb lie between the well and gate, giving T.q =0.37 nm. Under strong 
inversion Cg_ch I LgWg == 2.4 Iff I em 2 ,  far below Cox I Lg� =9 Iff I em 2 ,  and the high-mass L-valleys fill 
for n

,
> 2.4. 1012 em-2• Under ballistic transport, Cdosand the maximum n

, 
would both decrease 2:1. 

Increased Cdosand low mil can be obtained by using L valley minima alone or combined with the r valley. The 
InGaAs, GaAs, and GaSb L-valleys have low m,lmo (0.062-0.1) and high mllmo (1.23-1.9). The L-valleys have 
(111) orientations, and transport in a (100) channel includes contributions from the high mi' Using instead a (111) 
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wafer, the L [111] valley is oriente� vertic�lly, and sh�ws low transport masses ( mil = m 1. = m,) and high 
confmement mass ( mq= m/). The L[ l11],[l llJ ' and [111 ]minima show high6 transport mass (m, +8m/)/9  in 
one in-plane direction, but low confmement mass mq = 9m,m/ I(m, + 8m/) . The X valleys have (100) orientations, 
in bulk InGaAs, GaAs, and GaSb have minima well above rand L, and_ in a (!.11) weh ha�e low mq = 
3m,m/ /(m, + 2m/) quantization mass. In appropriate thin wells, the X and L [ 1 11] , [11 1], and [11 1 ]  quantized 
states are driven to high energies and depopulated. Tweu can be selected to place r and L [111] at similar energies, 
doubling C dos' or r driven in energy above L [111] , and transport provided in multiple L [111] valleys. 

Consider a 2.3 nm (111) GaAs well with strained AISb barriers. mq is large, thus the first two L [111] states are 
separated by only 84 me V. The r state lies 41 me V above the lower L [111] state; 3 valleys are populated over a 
300mV range of Vs. L[I11],[111], and [111] and X lie 175 and 288 meV above the lower L[111] state. In 
equilibrium simulation ns = 7 .1012 cm-2with VgS - Vth =300 mY, and moderately higher nsdoes not populate heavy 
valleys. In inversion, Cg_dI I Lg� =4 JE I cm2 • The benefit over the (100) design is larger in the ballistic case. 

In InGaAs, GaAs, and GaSb, the L-valley m/ is >25:1 larger than the r -valley mass, hence Tweu can be made 
5:1 smaller for a given quantization energy. mq is high in the barriers, hence multiple wells can be placed between -
1 nm barriers without significant well coupling hence energy redistribution. Multiple L [111] quantum wells can 
stacked to increase ghence Cdos. Consider a FET with two 0.66 nm (2 ML) (100) GaAs wells separated by 
strained 0.66 nm AISb barriers. Given zero field, the two L [111] states split in energy by < 40 meV; for 
�s - Vth =300 mV the separation is 56 meV. L [I 11], [1 I 1], and [11 I] and X lie 322 and 346 meV above the lower 

L[lll] state. The r state is driven to high energy. In equilibrium, ns is driven to 7.8 .1012 cm-2 with �s - Vth -300 
mY; moderately higher ns does not populate heavy valleys. Cg-dt I Lg� = 4 JE I cm2 • The advantage over r {l00} 
is greater for ballistic transport. A triple- well L [111] design gives similar results. In these FETs, the upper wells 
charge most strongly because of charge division between the wells' Cdosand the well-well capacitance 
CweIl = eLg� /TpikiI' where TPitir i�the well pitch. With.!hin wells, and low m" Cdoscan be increased 1.5:1 to 2.2:1. 

In these FETs, the X and L [ 1 11] , [11 1] , and [11 1 ]  valleys play a similar role to the L and X valleys in {I OO} 
r -transport FETs. For high v .. ] it is sufficient to avoid populating high- mil valleys in the low-field control region; 
scattering into these valleys in the drain high-field region increases the drain delay but does not reduce Id• 

High Id IWg can be obtained from a FINFET with multiple (111) wells forming an array with many conduction 
channels per unit width. Because the L [111] vertical mass mq is large, the well pitch can be made small (2-5 nm) 
while maintaining small well coupling hence small vertical eigenstate energy splitting. Transport is thus 1-D with 
each well having L [111] valley minima energies En = r,z,r2n2 12m/T;tir and per-state current In = gq(Ef - EJ I 11ft 
and charge Qn = qg (2m* ( Ef -EnWI2 Lg 111ft. From Qn and the specified EOT, the dielectric voltage drop is found 
and Id(�s) computed. At VgS - Vth =0.3 V, Tpikil =2.5 nm, m/ I mo =0.06, and Ceq.tv = sr:>'IJ,Lg� 1(0.3 nm), we fmd 
Id I Wg -4 mAl ,urn per gate. We assume a P-doped fm with separate inversion layers for each gate. Inversion layer 

confmement raises the L [111] states' e1!ergies relative to other minima, hence th� inversio..!llayer should be thicker 
than Tpikil and tEe fins oriented as [01 1 ]  for the most rapid increase in L [11 1]  and [11 1] energies with lateral 
confmement. L [ 1 11] has low mil and is populated without degrading v.. . _ 

A final design uses a planar (110)-oriented channel, with the L[111] and [11 1 ]  minima projecting into the 
transport plane with a low transport mass mil = m, in the [1 10] direction, a h!gh perpendiC.!llar m 1. = (m/ + 2m,) I 3 in 
the [001] direction, and moderate _m = 3m/m, I(m/ + 2m,) � 3m, . The L [ 111] and [1 11] minima have higher 
3m/m,/(m/ +2m,) _mass in the [11 0] direction, and have low mq =m, . Quantization favors population of the 
desired [111], [11 1 ]  minima, but the separation in energy of the undesired valleys is only moderate. 

Several designs above use very thin wells and barriers. We must determine whether such layers can be r,own 
and whether mobility is acceptable. We must refme the energy calculations. 2-4 ML GaSb and InAs wells7, have 
been grown. Preliminary tightbinding calculations using an sp3d5s* basis9 conducted for triple 1.1nm GaSb wells 
with 1.1nm AISb barriers confIrm the symmetry of the lowest state manifold and its expected transverse dispersion. 
Excited states are slightly lower than predicted by effective mass, but the design still appears viable. 
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Table 1: Constant-voltage 1 constant-velocity FET 
scaling laws: changes required for y: 1 increased 

bandwidth in an arbitrary circuit 

parameter law 
gate lengthLg, source-drain contact y

-I 
lengths LS' D (run) 
gate width W/run) y

-I 

equivalent oxide thickness y
-I 

Teq = T.x8Si02 180>dde (run) 
dielectric capacitance y

-I 

Cox = 8s;o,L gWg 1 Teq (tF) 

waveftmction mean depth T.,v (run) y
-I 

wavefunction depth capacitance y
-I 

Cdep /h = 8sem;LgWg 1 T.,v (tF) 
DOS capacitance (ballistic case) y

-I 

Cdos = q2g(ml;m:Y'2 LgWg 127di2 (tF) 

gate-channel capacitance y
-I 

Cg_en = [11 Cox + 11 Cdep /h + 11 CDoSt (tF) 
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I """" t�,"_J I ,- I� 
parameter law 
electron density y

l 

ns = (Cg_ch 1 Lg�XVgs -V/h)1 q (crn-2) 
injection velocity (m/s) y

O 

vinfo'CliOn =(4/31TX2 qCg-ch(�s -V/h)lmIlCdOSY'2 
drain current Id =qnSvinfo'CliOn (rnA) y

O 

drain current density Id IWg (mN,urn) y
l 

transconductance Old 1 aVgS (mS) y
O 

gate-source, gate-drain fringing capacitances y
-I 

Cgs.[ ex: 8Wg , Cgd ex: 8� (tF) 
SID access resistances R" Rd (n) y

O 

SID access resistivities RSWg' RdWg ( n -,urn ) y
-I 

SID contact resistivities Pc (n _ ,urn2) y
-2 

temperature rise (one device, K) -W-I g 

�N 
1.5 

EOT includes wavefunction depth tenn _' 'fEOT= 
,:; (mean wavefunction depth', I, ) ,.' 1.0 nm 

� 
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Figure I: FET normalized drive current KI where 
IdlWg =(84mN,um)-KI -«Vgs-V/h)11V)3<2, and 

Figure 2: FET normalized transit time K2 where 
Ten = Qen II D = K2 -

(Lg 12.5 -107 cmls)-(1v/(Vgs -V/h ))1'2 _ 
EOT includes dielectric thickness and waveftmction depth. g is the # of valley minima_ 
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Figure 3: r, L, and X-valley orientations for (100)- and (lll)-oriented wafers 
T bl 2 P a e arameters 0 f r L d X II fi I - bl - d , , an -va eys or severa sUlta e semlcon uctors 

r valley X valleys* 
material substrate m*lmo m,lmo m,lmo Ex-Er 

lno.sGao.sAs InP 0_045 1.29 0_19 0_83 eV 

lnAs InP 0.026 1.13 0.16 0.87 eV 
GaAs GaAs 0_067 13 0.22 OA7eV 
GaSb GaSb 0_039 1.51 0.22 0.30 eV 

Si Si 0_92 0_19 (negative) 
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m,lmo m,lmo EL -Er 
1.23 0_062 OA7eV 
0.65 0.050 0.57eV 
1.9 0_075 0.28 eV 
13 0.10 0_07 eV 
*Si minima atL1-0_85-(100) 

I 

I 
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Figure 3. Simulation of r, r-L, and multiple-L valley FETs: quantized states, wavefunctions, charge density, and 
sheet carrier concentrations vs. bias. Well energies and charge densities calculated using the effective mass 
approximation and assuming parabolic bands. The gate dielectric is 0.3 nm AlP3' Well charge densities are 
computed assuming thermal equilibrium; in the ballistic limit, C does is 2: 1 smaller than in equilibrium, and multiple
valley FET channels provide a proportionally larger improvement in N s . 0.66 nm is 2 monolayers. 

-- 1 nm well pitch -- 2 nm well pitch 
---+- 3 nm well pitch 

0.01 0.1 
m*'m 

o 

Figure 4: Increase in density of states for 2-L
well and 3-L-well FET channels as a function 
of carrier effective mass and well-well pitch. 
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Figure 5: Computed drain current drain current density, per gate, 
of a FINET with (111 )-oriented multiple quantum wells as a 
function of carrier effective mass and well-well pitch. 
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